PARK BENCH LOCATIONS
PARK
NAME
Stillhouse

TRAIL
COLOR
Green
Green
(adjacent)
Green

Green
Yellow
Overlook
Red

White
White
Green

White at
upper end
of Black
trail

BENCH LOCATION DESCRIPTION
Just inside the entrance at Stillhouse Trail.
About 100 yards into the trail going
clockwise from the entrance is the still site.
View of a drip into the head of a small creek
with rock overhang.
Overlook of Bridge Creek Falls and Devils
Creek Falls. Eastern views look down into
the valley where Bridge Creek and Devils
Creek come together. Seasonal views of the
falls. Picnic table nearby. (2 benches)
At overlook looking west with views of
valley. Picnic table nearby. (2 benches)
Views looking to the south down Bridge
Creek over a steep bluff. Seasonal views.
Entrance of park near the picnic table in
large clearing.
Devils Creek Overlook is a large flat rock
with chain link fence as protection from the
steep but not too tall cliffs. Views to the west
down the valley.
At overlook looking west towards Sparta
down a long valley. Sunset views from the
open park area. (2 benches)
View of Bridge Creek Falls from the upper
trail. Has views overlooking the valley and
Stillhouse Rock.
View of Bridge Creek Falls from the lower
area. Has views of Bridge Creek Falls,
Stillhouse Rock and the valley.
Area near new Devils Creek Bridge. Has a
creek view with flat rock bottom and an
open but canopied section. This area has the
potential to flood during heavy rains but the
bench would be secured.
Replacing bench at Bridge Creek Overlook
and Bridge Creek Trails. Great place to catch
your breath after coming up from the falls.
Nice shady area.
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LOCATION
NUMBER
1
2

3a
3b
4a
4b
5
6
7
8a
8b
9
10

11

12

PARK BENCH LOCATIONS
PARK
NAME
Eagle
Flight

Icy
Cove

TRAIL BENCH LOCATION DESCRIPTION
COLOR
Black
Main overlook area will have a southeastern view
and the other a western view. Both overlooking the
valley at the main open flat rock area. (2 benches)
Black
Smaller overlook area will have a southern view
and western view over the valley. (2 benches)
Yellow
Top of Big Misery Trail set among the large
boulders. Great place to rest your feet if coming
back up from the valley.
Blue
The entrance to Fork Mountain Cave is the longest
site to reach but overlooks the cave entrance in a
relatively open area.
Black
By the main entrance sign near Maintenance
Building. Good place to rest after the hike or lace
your boots for the days adventure.
Green
By entrance at parking area at the trailhead.
Wooded view and place to sit and rest.
Black
Icy Grotto Overlook looking over an area with a
small pool fed by a rivulet. Nice view and a very
short walk to reach.
Black
Icy Grotto (lower) has views of the pool and
overhanging rock bluff. A beautiful area with a
short walk to get there.
Red
Icy Cove Overlook is at the end of the trail with
one view of Icy Cove and another of England
Cove. Benches would be very close to the new
picnic table set in a clearing just up the trail. (2
benches)
Green
‘Rest Rock’ is a large flat rock generally used to sit
and rest after coming up from the valley with a
wooded view looking down and close to a creek.
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LOCATION
NUMBER
13a
13b
14a
14b
15
16
17
18
19
20

21a
21b

22

